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the metallics, and grinding is continued until everything passes the sieve. This is a dangerous practice, as it is impossible to ensure the even distribution of metallics through the sample. The smaller pieces which pass through the sieve in the first instance constitute an unavoidable evil which is increased by every piece of metal that follows them. The safer plan is to cupel by themselves the whole of the metallics left on the sieve, and calculate their value per ton of ore independently of the result obtained by the ordinary assay. The total value of the ore is found by adding these two results together.
Assay by means of the Blowpipe.1—This method, though less exact than the furnace methods, is of importance, because in prospecting expeditions it is possible by its means not only to detect the gold and silver in any ore, but also to determine its amount quantitatively with fair accuracy. On such expeditions it is difficult to carry the cumbrous apparatus required to make an ordinary assay. The amount of powdered ore taken is usually 100 milligrammes, and this is mixed with borax and about 1 gramme of granulated lead. The whole is wrapped in paper and heated on charcoal in the reducing ilame of a blowpipe until the fusion is complete, and then for a short time with the oxidising Ilame. The lead is then separated from the slag and heated on a bone-ash cupel until it is all converted into litharge. The nearly spherical bead of silver and gold thus obtained is weighed or its diameter carefully measured on an ivory scale, which at once gives the percentage amount in the ore. The gold is usually separated from the silver by parting in nitric acid, and is weighed or melted and measured, but .Richards states 2 that the silver can be distilled oil' by the blowpipe, leaving a head of pure gold, which, can be measured (sec also "'Assays in b'ield Work/1 p. 515).
FUSION   OR  OlUH.UBLK   .PROCESS   OK   ASSAY.
This process is divided into four parts, vi#. : (1) .Fusion ; (!2) (.lupellation ; (3) Parting ; (1) Weighing the gold.'
(1) Fusion.--.....The object, of this operation is to concentrate the precious
metals in a button of lead, while the whole of the remainder of the ore forms a fusible slag with suitable fluxes, in. which lead sinks. The fusion is made in, clay (or rarely iron) crucibles in a wind furnace, similar to, but usually smaller than, that used for melting bullion described on p. -123. Coke is generally used for fuel. (Jus and petroleum furnaces arc also iu wide use. Long-ilaming bituminous coal is also used, generally in furnaces of the rever-heratory type, especially in the United States and in the Transvaal, where it is displacing coke as fuel/*
In Colorado it is usual to make fusions in a niulllc furnace, similar to that described below under cupellation, p. 52'J. The temperature required is about the same as that used in scarification. The advantages claimed are greater cleanliness and neatness and more uniformity in the conditions, the temperature of a muffle being more easily kept constant and uniform than that of an ordinary fusion furnace. Six or eight fusions can be made at one time in a large muffle.
In weighing the materials for a crucible charge the use of a set of ttssay-ion weights saves much labour in calculation. The assay-ton is a weight
1  J^or a full doBcnptiou of this method, nee 1'lattuer's Mowpipc Amt(y*is9 translated by Prof. Cornwall, 8th eel, New York, 1002, pp. 350-384.
2  Kichards, ./. Franklin Imtitutc, June, 18%.
3  A. M'A. Johnston, Rand Jlfctallurf/iml Practice, vol. L, p. 21)7.

